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ABSTRACT
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CRITICAL CASIMIR
FORCES ON MICROPARTICLES IN CRITICAL
BINARY LIQUID MIXTURES
Yazgan Tuna
M.S. in Material Science and Nanotechnology
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Giovanni Volpe
August, 2014
Long-ranged forces between mesoscopic objects emerge when a fluctuating
field is confined. Analogously to the well known quantum-electro-dynamical
(QED) Casimir forces, emerging between conducting objects due to the confine-
ment of the vacuum electromagnetic fluctuations, critical Casimir forces emerge
between objects due to confinement of the fluid density fluctuations. Here, we
studied experimentally several novel aspects and applications of critical Casimir
fluctuations in a critical mixture of walter-2,6-lutidine, which are a promising
candidate to harness forces and interactions at mesoscopic and nanoscopic length-
scales and promise to deliver results of both fundamental and applied interest.
In particular, we studied the critical Casimir forces between multiple objects
and multiple-body effects. We first extended the experimental study of critical
Casimir forces in configurations different from the particle-wall system[1]. The
forces acting between two particles in far from any surface and the third parti-
cle effect were explored. Then we employed multiple reconfigurable holographic
optical tweezers (HOTs) which permit to optically trap several colloids and used
a technique known as ”digital video microscopy” (DVM) to track the particles’
trajectories and the forces acting on the particles. We studied the critical Casimir
force arising between two particles as a function of their distance and investigated
how this is affected by the presence of a third neighboring particle.
Keywords: Critical Fluctuations, Critical Casimir Forces, Quantum-electro-
dynamical Casimir Forces, Force Measurement, Optical Tweezers, Photonic Force
Microscopy, Digital Video Microscopy.
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O¨ZET
I˙KI˙ BI˙LES¸ENLI˙ SIVI KARIS¸IMLARDA
MI˙KROPARTI˙KU¨LLER U¨ZERI˙NDEKI˙ KRI˙TI˙K
CASI˙MI˙R KUVVETI˙ U¨ZERI˙NE DENEYSEL C¸ALS¸MA
Yazgan Tuna
Malzeme Bilimi ve Nanoteknoloji, Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Asst. Prof. Dr. Giovanni Volpe
Ag˘ustos, 2014
Dalgalanan bir ortam sınırlandıg˘ında, mesoskopik objeler arasında uzun men-
zilli kuvvetler ac¸ıg˘a c¸ıkar. I˙ki iletken levha arasında vakum dalgalanmalarının
sınırlanmasına bag˘lı olarak ac¸ıg˘a c¸ıkan Kuvantum Elektrodinamik(QED) Casimir
kuvvetlerine analog olarak, kritik noktaya yakın bulunan kritik karıs¸ım ic¸inde
meydana gelen faz dalgalanmalarının sınırlanmasından dolayı da, sınırlayan ob-
jeler arasında kritik Casimir kuvvetleri ortaya c¸ıkmaktadır. Burada, ac¸ıg˘a
c¸ıkan kuvvetlerin incelenmesi, kullanılması, meso ve nano boyutlardaki etk-
iles¸imlerin incelenmesi ic¸in en uygun o¨rnek olarak go¨ru¨nen su-2,6 lutidin kri-
tik karıs¸ımı ic¸inde olus¸an kritik Casimir kuvvetlerini, deneysel olarak ve uygu-
lamaları ac¸ısından c¸alıs¸tık ve bu c¸alıs¸malar hem temel bilim hem de uygulama
alanları ac¸ısından oldukc¸a umut vericidir. O¨zellikle, burada birden fazla obje
arasında olus¸an kritik Casimir kuvvetlerini ve c¸oklu ku¨tle etkilerini inceledik.
Ayrıca, deneylerimizi parc¸acık-duvar etkiles¸iminin[1] o¨tesinde farklı dizilimlerle
de genis¸lettik. I˙ki ve u¨c¸ parc¸acık arasındaki etkiles¸imi yu¨zeyden uzakta o¨lc¸u¨p
kuvvetlerin davranıs¸ını inceledik. Bunun ic¸in de c¸oklu optik tuzaklar olus¸turup
parc¸acıkları yu¨zeyden yukarıya tas¸ıdık ve Dijital Video Mikroskobu olarak bilinen
yo¨ntem ile parc¸acıkların yo¨ru¨ngelerini ve kuvvetlerin etkisini inceledik.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : Kritik salınımlar, kritik Casimir kuvvetleri, kuvantum elek-
trodinamik Casimir kuvvetleri, kuvvet o¨lc¸u¨mleri, optik cımbız, fotonik kuvvet
mikroskopisi, dijital video mikroskopisi.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Critical Casimir forces were first proposed 1978 by Fisher and de Gennes[6] in
analogy to quantum-electro-dinamical (QED) Casimir forces[7]. QED Casimir
forces arise when two conducting objects are brought in close proximity to one
another because the vacuum fluctuations in the electromagnetic field between
them create a pressure. Critical Casimir forces are their thermodynamic ana-
log; (in this case, thermal fluctuations of a local order parameter) near a con-
tinuous phase transition can attract or repel nearby objects when they are in
confinement[8]. Such thermal fluctuations in a condensed matter system typi-
cally occur on molecular (subnanometer) length-scales. However, approaching
a critical point of a second-order phase transition, the fluctuations of the order
parameter become relevant on much larger length-scales (ξ). The confinement
of such fluctuations can induce forces between nearby objects. The first direct
evidence for such forces was provided in 2008[1]: femtonewton forces were exper-
imentally measured between a micrometer colloidal particle and a silica surface
immersed in a water-2,6-lutidine mixture employing total internal reflection mi-
croscopy (TIRM); interestingly, both attractive and repulse forces were demon-
strated. Since then, various studies have been performed to characterize the
behavior of critical forces under various conditions; in particular, varying the
boundary conditions[9] and the salt concentration in the mixture[10]. Also there
have been various studies of the phase behavior of large aggregates of particles in
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a critical mixture[11].
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Figure 1.1: Dependence of the bulk correlation length ξ and of the bulk
relaxation time tξ of the order parameter fluctuations in a water-2,6-
lutidine mixture at critical concentration, as a function of the distance
Tc − T from the critical point. The vertical dashed lines indicate the typical
distances from the critical point explored in our experiments, which result in the
range of correlation lengths indicated by the blue horizontal stripe. The corre-
sponding expected range of relaxation times is indicated by the red stripe. The
theoretical prediction τξ ∝ ξ3 for the specific relation in the case of the water-2,6-
lutidine mixture is based on mode-coupling theory[2, 3].
Here, we have investigated experimentally several novel aspects and applica-
tions of critical Casimir fluctuations, which are a promising candidate to harness
forces and interactions at mesoscopic and nanoscopic length-scales and promise
to deliver results of both fundamental and applied interest. In particular, we
have studied critical Casimir forces arising in various configurations of multiple
particles. In fact, before this study, the only configuration that had been experi-
mentally investigated was the one of a single spherical particle in front of a planar
surface, as shown in Fig. 1.1. However, we remark that all these measurements
were performed using TIRM[1, 12]. One of the drawbacks of such technique is
that, it cannot be applied to the study of single particles in bulk or to the interac-
tion between multiple particles. In this proposal we plan to use other techniques
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such as photonic force microscopy[13] and digital video microscopy[14] (see be-
low) to overcome just these limitations and gain further insights in phenomena
involving critical fluctuations, in general, and critical Casimir forces, in particu-
lar. Therefore, in order to overcome the limitations of TIRM, we have adopted
the use of multiple optical tweezers and digital video microscopy.
After having realized the experimental setup, as a first step, we have studied
the critical Casimir forces arising between two particles in bulk. Then we pro-
ceeded to the investigation of the many-body forces arising between three particles
arranged in a triangular configuration in bulk. We have performed these mea-
surements using mesoscopic Brownian particles immersed in a critical mixture
composed of water and 2,6-lutidine. In fact, this mixture is ideal as the char-
acteristic length-scale ξ and time-scale τ of the critical fluctuations in a critical
water-2,6-lutidine mixture (Fig. 1.1) are compatible with the measurable range of
accessible by optical tweezers[15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and digital video microscopy[14].
Here, the theory for the study of many body interactions in critical Casimir
forces will be discussed first (Chapter 2). Then, the established experimental
setup will be described in detail (Chapter 3). Finally, the experimental mea-
suerements that we have performed will be prenseted (Chapter 4).
3
Chapter 2
Theory
In order to detect the possible emergence of many-body critical Casimir forces, it
is convenient to compare the experimental data with the predictions correspond-
ing to pair-additivity: whatever (statistically signicant) is in excess to them is
a genuine many-body effect. In a later step, one can try to compare with the
available predictions for many-body effect which, however, at the present stage
are not yet quantitatively reliable.
The basic strategy is to detect the forces looking at the statistics of the posi-
tions of two and then three colloids.
Two colloids: Let us indicate by ~Ri = (xi, yi, zi) the position in the three-
dimensional space of the i − th colloid, of diameter di. For simplicity we shall
assume below that d1 = d2 = d i.e., that the two colloids are equal. The total
potential felt by each of the two colloids results from
(a) single-particle forces:
(1) optical potential Vopt and
(2) buoyancy Vg;
(b) interactions:
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(1) electrostatic (and possibly van-der-Waals) interaction Vel and
(2) critical Casimir interaction VCas.
While forces (a) are expected to be additive (in the case of Vopt the validity
of this assumption depends on the distances among the particles involved), this
is not the case for forces (b).
(a1) Optical potential: For a colloidal particle with center at a spatial point
~R = (x, y, z), this potential is well approximated by
VOpt(~R; ~R0) =
kxy
2
[(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2] + kz
2
(z − z0)2 (2.1)
where ~R0 = (x0, y0, z0) indicates the center of the optical trap, while kxy and kz
are the spring constants of the trap on the xy-plane and along the z-direction,
which are in principle not equal. Further below we estimate kxy on the basis of
the available data.
Note that at first sight one might be tempted to neglect the motion along
z. However, when considering the interaction between two or more colloids,
their vertical displacements might contribute significantly to the inter-particle
(surface-to-surface and center-to-center) distance which controls the inter-particle
interaction. Accordingly, one should have an hold on this. A vertical displacement
(∆z)op of a particle trapped in Vop occurs as long as the corresponding potential is
less, say, than ' 2kBT (being kBT the natural scale of energy) and therefore one
can estimate as (∆z)op ' 2(kBT/kz)1/2 the typical value of such a displacement.
This, in turn, can be neglected only as long as it is much smaller than the distances
relevant for setting the interactions.
(a2) Buoyancy: Due to gravity and the mismatch between the colloid and the
solvent densities, a particle feels the potential
Vg = geffz + constant (2.2)
where we assume z to be the vertical coordinate (and also the axis of anisotropy of
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the optical trap, see above) and geff is an effective gravitational constant resulting
from both radiation pressure and the density mismatch between the particle and
the solvent density. In the experiments with TIRM reported in Ref. [5] one
finds geff ' 7kBT/µm and ' 10kBT/µm for colloids of 2.4µm and 3.7µm of
diameter. Due to the presence of the vertical trapping, the height z of the colloid
fluctuates of a typical amount (∆z)op (see above). If the corresponding variation
geff (∆z)op of Vg is negligible compared to the corresponding one of ∆Vop ' 2kBT
(see above), then one can neglect completely the effects of Vg. This would require
to have geff  (kzkBT )1/2.
(b1) Electrostatics: According to Ref. [20], the electrostatic interaction be-
tween two colloids at a surface-to-surface distance l takes the form (under the
assumptions mentioned below)
Vel(l) =
d2l2d
0
e−l/(ld) (2.3)
where σ is the surface charge density of the colloid (e.g., σ = 0 : 03C/m2 in the
experiment of Ref. [21, 10] with diameter d = 0.4 m), ld the Debye screening
length, and  the relative (static) dielectric constant of the mixture, which can
be estimated as discussed further below and gives  ∼= 25 for a critical water-
lutidine mixture close to the critical point (we assume here that the dependence
of  on temperature can be neglected for the present purposes). We remind that
0 = 8, 85 × 10−12C2/(Jm). The Debye screening length is determined by (see
Eq. (12.39) in Ref. [8])
lD =
(
0kBT
2ρ∞e2
)1/2
(2.4)
in terms of the number density ρ∞ of the 1:1 electrolyte which is present in the
mixture and the elementary charge e. Given that no salt has been added to the
mixture, ρ∞ refers to the ions which result from the self-dissociation of the salt-
free water-lutidine mixture, which has been estimated in Ref.[22] and it results in
lD ∼= 10nm. The values found in the experiments reported in Ref[21] (indicated
as κ−1 in Tab. II therein and obtained by fitting the measure potentials with
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the exponential law predicted by Eq. (2.3), see also below) range from 10nm to
18nm. In fact, for practical purposes, it is more convenient to parametrize the
electrostatic interaction as
Vel = kBTCe
−(l−ll)/(ld) (2.5)
where ld and ll are treated as fitting parameters. (kBTC is introduced in this
expression in order to set the energy scale.) Once they have been determined
from the experimental data, one can compare their values with the ones that are
expected on the basis of equation (2.3) and (2.4) above which, however, involve
some parameters (such as, e.g., the colloid surface charge and the density of ions)
which are diffcult to determine directly in experiments. This is the procedure
that was followed,e.g., in Ref. [21] for fitting the electrostatic contribution (in
conjunction also with a negligible van-der-Waals term) in the case of a colloid-
substrate interaction (which, up to an overall factor 2, is the same as Eq. (2.3), at
least within the Derjaguin approximation mentioned further below) and resulted
in the parameters reported in Tab. II therein (with the change of notation l →
z, lel → zes). In particular, it was found lel ∼= 90 or lel ∼= 130nm, depending on the
involved colloid and therefore also in the present case one should expect similar
values (reduced by ldln2), unless there are significant differences in the surface
charges of the present colloids from those used in Ref.[21].
Approximations: The expressions (2.3) and (2.5) for the electrostatic interac-
tion are valid under two major assumptions, i.e., (i) low surface (electric) poten-
tial Ψ0 ≤ kBT/e ∼= 25mV at T ∼= 300K (such that the linearized Debye-Hu¨ckel
theory applies) and (ii) the Derjaguin approximation l << d/2, which allows one
to derive the interaction potential between two colloids (with diameter d) from
the one between tho at surfaces. The validity of (i) can be checked a posteri-
ori by taking into account that under this assumption Ψ0 = ρlD/(0). For the
polystyrene colloids used in Ref. [5], with d = 2, 4m, the nominal surface charge
was rather high: ρ = 10C/cm2, which therefore gives Ψ0 ∼= 5V for lD = 10nm
and  ∼= 25. Accordingly, the previous approximation did not work for that case.
Even if (i) is not fulfillled, the form of the interaction potential is still given by
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Eq. (2.3) as long as l > lD but with an effective surface charge ρ
∗ = ρ∗sg(ρ/ρs)
with g(x) = 2x/[1 +
√
((2x)2 + 1)], which depends on x = ρ/ρ∗s and for >> ρ
∗
s
saturates the value ρ∗s = 40kBT/(elD) ∼= 0.24C/cm2 for the present mizxture
with lD ∼= 10nm for a colloid with d = 2m, which is in qualitative agreement
with the figures found in Ref. [5]. Due to the possible emergence of this compli-
cation with the surface charge, it is indeed convenient to proceed with a fitting
of the electrostatic with the form in Eq. (2.5) and then verify a posteriori if the
corresponding figures are within an acceptable range of values.
Dielectric constant: The dielectric constant  of the water-lutidine mixture
enters into Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). In the absence of a direct determination, it
can be calculated by knowing that the lutidine volume fraction, φL in the critical
mixture is, φL ∼= 0.25 (see, e.g., Ref.[5, 1]), that the dielectric constants of pure
water and pure lutidine are, W = 81 and L = 7.33, respectively (see, e.g., Ref.
[23]). By using the Clausis-Mossotti formula for mixing and by neglecting the
fractional volume change on mixing, one finds that f() = φLf(L)+(1−L)f(W )
where f(x) = (x− 1)/(x+ 2), which yields  ∼= 25.5.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
Light can exert a force on matter due to momentum exhange via scattering[24].
And after the invention of laser, Arthur Ashkin prosed a technique ”single-beam
gradient force trap” as he called, to make use of radiation pressure[25] and opti-
cal gradient forces[26] in 1970. Now, optical tweezers has many applications in
variety of areas from biophysics[27, 28, 29, 30] to optical lattices[31, 32], sensing
applications[15, 16, 17, 33, 34] to atomic trapping[16, 35, 36].
Here we employed optical tweezers in order to measure the nanoscalled critical
Casimir forces. Our experimental setup consists of three main parts: Trapping
optics, imaging optics and temperature controlling unit (See Fig. 3.2). Trapping
optics part includes holographic optical tweezers setup, and the second part of
the setup is a home-built light microscope, which is used to track particles by
employing digital video microscopy technique (see the next Chapter). Final part
of the setup is the temperature control unit that allows us to control the tem-
perature of sample with a precision of 2mK (at room temperature) by using a
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) feedback controller.
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Figure 3.1: Gradient(a) and scattering(b) forces.(a) Light is scattered
from particle due to refractive index mismatch and more momentum is transfered
from higher intensity. Therefore, particle is attracted to the higher intensity. (b)
Highly focused laser light creates an axial gradient additional to Gaussian beam
profile of laser and attracts the particle towards focal point because of momentum
conservation.
3.1 Holographic Optical Tweezers
The focusing of the resulting beam is achieved by using a high-numerical aperture
(NA=1.30) oil-immersion objective, as shown in the schematic presentation in
Fig. 3.2. Holographic optical tweezers differ from conventional optical tweezers
because they allow to create dynamic and multiple optical traps at the same time
by multiplexing a single laser beam. This beam shaping can be managed by
using a Spatial Lightt Modulator (SLM). The resulting optical traps can be well
controlled both in time and space.
SLM shapes the incoming beam adding an additional phase to it. This is
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of holographic optical tweezers
setup. First order reflected beam is selected via 1:1 telescope with lenses (L1
and L2) and coupled inside the objective with the help of dichroic mirror(DM).
Objective and sample is inside thermally controlled environment and fine tuning
of the temperature is done by PID controller.
done by the active part of the SLM, which is essentially a pixilated screen, where
each pixel can alter the phase of the light impinging on it. This screen can be
controlled by a computer, essentially like a standard video projector. An SLM
works either in reflection or in transmission mode. SLMs that work as trans-
missive are commonly used in overhead projectors and are cheaper, but achieve
relatively low light deflection efficiency. SLMs that work in reflection tends to
achieve much higher modulation efficiency (up to about 85%). SLMs are clas-
sified as Electrically Addressed Spatial Light Modulator (EASLM) or Optically
Addressed Spatial Light Modulator (OASLM). OASLMs use liquid crystals to
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replicate the optical beam shined on the surface, while EASLMs are electroni-
cally controlled and uses the conventional inputs from computers like VGA input.
All kinds of SLMs have been widely used for applications going from beam shap-
ing (e.g. measurement of ultrafast pulses, creating tractor vector beam) to optical
data storage[37, 38, 39].
For this work, as in most optical trapping applications[40, 16, 37], we decided
to use an EASLM that works in reflection mode in order to achieve high deflection
efficiency and being able to control it using a computer interface. In particular, we
used an EASLM produced by HoloeyeGmbH (HoloeyePLUTO-VIS) to modulate
the phase of the laser light. The SLM is controlled by a home-made computer
program to create multiple optical traps.
f	   f	   f	   f	  
SLM	  Mirror	  
Pin	  hole	  
Figure 3.3: SLM working principle and 4f configuration. The phase image
projected on the SLM screen is the Fourier transform of the intensity distribution
in the focal plane. For example, a set of three optical traps can be generated with
the grating phase mask shown in Fig. 3.4 (c). The laser beam is transferred to
the objective back-focal plane by a 1:1 telescope constituted by two lenses.
There are several ways to generate multiple traps. The basic idea is to project
an image on the SLM, which is the Fourier transform of the light distribution
required in the objective focal plane. The basic scheme for such configurations
is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this way, by taking the Fourier transform of the image
via lens, multiple parallel propagating beams can be created on the first order
refracted beam so as the multiple highly focused laser beam on the focal point
of the objective which led us to have the control of all optical traps. There are
several possible algorithms to generate these phase images[41]. In particular, we
have investigated two of these algorithms: the plane-wave superposition (PWS)
algorithm and the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm.
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Some examples of holographic phase masks generated with Gerchberg-Saxton
(GS) technique are shown in Fig. 3.4.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Examples of phasemasks. The holograms were created with
Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm in Matlab. SLM creates a single focal point
with hologram (a), two focal points with (b), triple focal point with (c) and 4 focal
points with (d).
Figure 3.5: Real time snapshots for multiple partical trapping.One, two
(d = 2.1µm) and three particles (d = 5µm) are trapped at the same time and
moved in 3D.
3.2 Imaging Optics
Optimized home-made microscope was built and high-numerical aperture (NA =
1.30) oil-immersion objective with 100x magnification was used for both trapping
purposes by focusing the shaped laser beam and imaging the sample using a digi-
tal camera. For the illumination, we used He-Ne laser source (wavelength 633nm).
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In fact, the use of a coherent illumination simplifies the tracking procedure by
digital video microscopy, since coherent light is very sensitive to the change in
spatial position of the particles due to scattering. Laser light was collimated and
directed on the sample using a series of lenses and mirrors and the transmitted
light collected by the objective and was separated from the trapping laser light
via dichroic mirror. Then the trasnmitted light was projected on a CCD camera
for further digital processing of the images with Matlab. By taking the advantage
of this configuration, we are able to track colloidal particles with radius between
1 and 5µm within 15nm precision.
3.2.1 Digital Video Microscopy
The videos acquired with our digital video microscopy setup and are analyzed
by home-made software which is programmed in Matlab. The software includes
three packages:
(A) Frame by frame particle identification
(B) Tracing
(C) Trajectory extraction
3.2.1.1 Frame by frame particle identification
This package identifies the particles present in each frame, one frame at a time.
The algorithm main steps are the following:
1) Extraction of the video background.
2) Subtraction of the background from each frame.
3) Transformation of the color image into a black-and-white image.
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4) Identification of the particles (This is based on the brightness differences
between the background and the particles in the video. The sensitivity to
the particle size can be adjusted through the codes in order to reject false
signals).
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Figure 3.6: Digital video microscopy. Particle tracking at work. The
images on the left are acquired videos and the images on the right are the analized
images with the particles positions identified. Note the presence of three different
particles of different sizes.
3.2.1.2 Tracing
Tracing package identifies sequences of particle positions that correspond to the
same particle across frames (See Fig. 3.7 (a).)
3.2.1.3 Trajectory Extraction
Finally, the traces are combined to reconstruct the trajectories of the various
particles which have physical units both for the position and the time (See Fig.
3.7 (b)).
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Figure 3.7: Digital video microscopy. Particle tracing(a) and particle
trajectory(b). (a)Screenshot of the tracing software package at work. The
positions of the particles in successive frames are connected in order to reconstruct
traces.(b)Screenshot of a trajectory reconstructed by our software.
3.3 Temperature Controlling Unit
Critical Casimir forces caused by the confinement of critical fluctuations can be
measured in a critical mixture of water and 2,6-lutine[1] and such critical fluc-
tuations are very sensitive to small temperature changes. Therefore, one needs
to achieve very fine control of the temperature in order to perform such kind of
experiments (within a few miliKelvin at room temperature) which makes this one
of the most challanging parts of the experiment. In order to have the stability
within 2 to 5mK, we need a thermally isolated environment as well as a high-
precision feedback temperature controller. Hence, we have enclosed our system
with a thermally stabilized box in order to avoid any air flow which may produce
instability on the sample temperature and we have also isolated the sample holder
from the xy-stage to avoid from the thermal contact. At the same time, since
we are heating/cooling the sample through the objective, we made a good ther-
mal contact between objective and thermoelectric cooler (TEC Element), which
our temperature controller uses as heating/cooling element, inside an isolated
enclosed system (See Fig. 3.2).
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Temperature controlling system includes two parts: Thermostat and PID con-
troller. Thermostat keeps the sample holders’ temperature stable within 50mK
by flowing water through water channel inside home-made copper sample holder.
In order to increase the temperature stability of the system down to 2mK, we used
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller produced by Thorlabs (Model:
TED 4015). PID controllers use feedback loop to keep the temperature at the
desired value by calculating the error between set value and measured value of
temperature and responding accordingly. PID controllers response is the combi-
nation of 3 different responses to an error[42, 43]. The first one is a proportional
response. Here, response to an error is proportional with some constant in front
called proportional gain (tuning parameter):
Pout = Kpe(t), (3.1)
where Kp is proportional gain and e(t) is the error, namely
e(t) = SetPoint(SP )− ProcessV arible(PV ) (3.2)
Therefore, if the error was large, the resulting response was accordingly large.
However, the drawback here is that; when the error is too large, it may cause
instability of the system, and also, if the error is too small, the response may
not be sufficient to effectively control the system temperature. Proportional only
controller’s behaviour can be seen in Fig. 3.8.
The second term in the PID controller is so called integral term and is propor-
tional to the integral of the error. Thus, the integral response of a PID controller
sums the error over sometime:
Iout = Ki
∫ t
0
(e(τ))dτ, (3.3)
where Ki is integral gain and e(τ) is the error integrated between time 0 and
t. Here, since the cumulative error is calculated, it faster to reach steady state
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Figure 3.8: Proportional controller response. Pure proportional controllers
amplitude of response with Kp = 200 and 0.01 second time resolution.
and eliminates steady state error which is unlikely in proportional controllers.
However, due to the summation of error over time and lack of derivative term,
there is a trade off between less overshooting and settling time (See Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Proportional integral controller response. Proportional Inte-
gral controllers response with Kp = 30, Ki = 70 and 0.01 seconds time resolution.
The third, derivative term of the PID controller responses proportional to
derivative of the error in time:
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Dout = Kd
d
dt
e(τ), (3.4)
where Kd is the derivative gain and e(t) is the error in time. This term permits
one to improve the response time of the system.
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Figure 3.10: Proportional derivative controller response. Response of
Proportional Derivative controller with Kp = 200, Kd = 5 and 0.01 seconds time
resolution.
Therefore the overall response of the PID controller is the summation of these
three terms which can be expressed as
u(t) = Kpe(τ) +Ki
∫ t
0
(e(τ))dτ +Kd
d
dt
e(τ) (3.5)
The optimum behavior of the PID controller can be adjusted by changing
the tunable parameters in the equation as well as setting the delay time of the
controller depending on both purpose of use and the system employed. Overall
response with optimized parameters for our experiments is shown in Figure 3.11
(Step reponses were calculated according to Ref.[42] with real parameters used
in our experiments).
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Figure 3.11: PID response. Response of PID controller with Kp = 3.297,
Ki = 0.50, Kd = 80 and 0.01 seconds time resolution.
There are several ways to tune PID controllers and Ziegler−Nichols
method[44] introduced in the 1940s is the most famous one. Here, integral (Ki)
and derivative (Kd) terms set to zero and proportional gain (Kp) increased until
it reaches the ultimate gain where the output of the system oscillates with con-
stant amplitude[45]. Then, Ki and Kd terms are adjusted accordingly depending
on the controller type and the applied system.
PID Response Table
Parameter Rise
time
Overshoot Settling
time
Steady-
state
error
Stability
Kp Decrease Increase Increase Decrease Degrade
Ki Decrease Increase Increase Eliminate Degrade
Kd Decrease Decrease Decrease No effect Improve
Table 3.1: PID response table. The effect of the parameter increments.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Measurements
In this Chapter, experimental results concerning the interactions between
spherical colloids with various dimensions in a critical mixture are presented and
holographic optical tweezers are used as force measurement tool.
4.1 Brownian Motion & Calibration of an Op-
tical Trap
Particles in fluid moves with different velocities in different directions due to the
collusions between particle and fluid molecules. This random motion is called
Brownian motion and has zero mean of the force acting on particle because of
the uncorrelated collusions with surrounding molecules[46].
The colloidal particles used in our experiments are passive mesoscopic Brow-
nian particles immersed in a critical mixture of water-2,6-lutidine. Therefore,
these particles are subject to following Langevin equation:
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Figure 4.1: Trajectory of a free diffusive Brownian particle and MSD
grapgh.Trajectory of a Brownian particle in water-2,6lutine solution (a), and
the corresponding Mean Square Displacement(MSD) grapgh (b).
m
d2x
dt2
= −λdx
dt
+ η(t) (4.1)
where m is the mass of the particle, x is its position, λ is its viscosity and η is the
noise term which represents the collisions between the liquid molecules and the
particle. The noise term has Gaussian probability distribution with correlation
function
〈ηi(t)ηj(t′)〉 = 2λkBTδi,jδ(t− t′) (4.2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. Einsteins
relation holds, i.e.,
D = µkBT (4.3)
where D is the particle diffusion constant and µ is the particle mobility. This is
known as fluctuation-dissipation theorem[47] and can be reduced into the Stokes-
Einstein relation to be used in small Reynolds number as
D =
kBT
6piηr
(4.4)
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where r is the radius of the particle. Therefore, a freely diffusing particle is
subject to Stokes-Einstein relation and has a linear Mean Square Displacement
(MSD) which is commonly used as characterization tool for random motions.
A particle in an optical trap would feel external restoring force depending on
the optical potential. So the equation of motion for a Brownian particle in an
optical trap becomes
m
d2x
dt2
= −λdx
dt
+ η(t)− kx (4.5)
where k is the stiffness of the trap. Therefore, a Brownian particle has a Gaussian
probability distribution in two dimensions and has an eliptical distribution in the
z− direction because of the less trap stiffness in lateral direction compare to the
axial directions[48].
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Figure 4.2: A Brownian particle in an optical trap.Probability distribution
of a Brownian particle around trap center follows a two dimensional Gaussian
distrbution
The stiffness k of an optical trap is linearly depended on the optical power of
trapping beam and also defines the characteristics of the optical tweezers. There
are several ways to calibrate an optical trap[49, 50, 51, 52].
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Figure 4.3: Optical trap stiffnes as a function of laser power.Stiffness of
an optical trap is linearly depended on the optical power put on the trap.
4.1.1 Calibration of an Optical Trap with Equipartition
Method
The equipartition theorem relates the temperature of the system with the average
energy if the system is in thermal equilibrium. This theorem states that the
energy of a Brownian particle at thermal equilibrium with a heat bath can be
estimated as the average total energy used as in the case of molecules of an
ideal gas. Since our optically trapped particle is in thermal equilibrium with its
surrounding medium, which is very large compare to particle, the stiffness of the
optical trap can be estimated by equating the energy of the system to energy of
an optical trap. If the trap is assumed to be harmonic, one gets
〈U(x)〉 = 1
2
kx〈(x− x0)2〉 = 1
2
kBT. (4.6)
Thus, if the statistical variance in the x-direction 〈(x−x0)2〉 and the temper-
ature T of the system are known, trap stiffness kx can be estimated as
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kx =
kBT
〈(x− x0)2〉 (4.7)
4.1.2 Calibration of an Optical Trap with Potential Anal-
ysis Method
A Brownian particle in an optical trap has a Gaussian distribution in x and y
directions. Therefore, the data acquired by Digital Video Microscopy technique
should have a Gaussian probability distribution. It is possible to deduce the shape
of the potential through histogram of optically trapped particle in thermal equi-
librium. The probability density function is described by Boltzmann distribution
as
ρ(x) =
e
−U(x)
kBT
Z
(4.8)
where kB is Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature and Z is a normal-
ization constant.
Since the probability distribution is obtained by experiment, potential can be
found as
U(x) = −kBT ln(Z(x)) (4.9)
and the potential, if harmonic, is related to stiffness with the equation
〈U(x)〉 = 1
2
kx〈(x− x0)2〉 (4.10)
Hence kx can be found as
kx = −2kBT ln(Zρ(x))pir
2)
〈(x− x0)2〉 (4.11)
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4.1.3 Calibration of an Optical Trap with Correlation
Method
According to Wiener-Kintchine theorem, power spectral density is related to au-
tocorrelation function by
rxx(τ) = 〈x(t+ τ)x∗(t)〉 = kBT
x
e−
kx
λ
|τ | (4.12)
where λ is the viscosity denoted in the Langevin equation. Therefore, by fitting
the experimental autocorrelation function to the theoretical value given with
above equation, trap stiffness can be estimated.
4.2 Preliminery Procedures
4.2.1 Sample Preperation
Critical mixture can be prepared by mixing the specific constituents certain por-
tion. Here, we have used water and 2,6-lutidine critical mixture which is widely
used and has well known spesifications[1, 5, 21, 53]. According to coexisting
phase diagram given in Ref.[1] for water-2,6 lutidine, lower critical point is about
cL = 0.286 and therefore, lutidine was added with a mass fraction of 28.6 % over
water filled glass tube.
Critical Casimir force measurements were done in a special glass micro chan-
nels with about 10µm height and 3cm long dimensions having two chimney type
entrances. After the critical mixture is prepared, desired micro particles were
added to the solution. After sufficient waiting time (at least 3 hours) the solution
injected into the chamber and chimneys of the chamber were sealed with parafilm
in a way that solution cannot evaporate. Parafilm were chosen as a sealing mate-
rial because lutidine cannot solve it unlike most of the glues and plastic. Hence,
sample can be preserved inside a micro-channel for a long time (at least 15 days
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with good sealing) which gives us the opportunity of making the same condition
experiments for days by using the exact same particles.
4.2.2 Experimental Procedure
Before starting the measurements, we first checked if the optical traps are stable
enough both over time and increasing temperature. So, the preliminary experi-
ments were started with a single particle in an optical trap and repeated for all
other optical traps. After several measurements, it’s been concluded that the op-
tical traps’ stiffness stay within 0.8% over time and 1% standart deviation range
over temperature. Stability analysis were done both for single traps and relative
distance between traps, yet results remain within 1% deviation.
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Figure 4.4: Optical trap stability analysis.Standart deviation in the differ-
ence of trajectories were analysed for the stability control of the optical traps for
both as a function of trial with each trial is 3 minutes(a) and temperature(b).
To measure the critical Casimir forces, one needs to confine critical fluc-
tuations when the separation between confining surfaces will become compa-
rable with the correlation length. In order to get that condition, we have
fixed the surface-to-surface distance l between colloids and increase the tem-
perature gradually, namely increased the correlation length, so that we finally
reach the point where the correlation length and the separation distance l are
comparable[54, 55, 56].
First, we calibrated the optical traps in a way that we store the information
about the original position of the traps without any kind of interaction. Then,
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electrostatic interactions were measured which will be described in the next sec-
tion so that one should become able to measure critical Casimir interactions. For
the measurement of critical Casimir forces; first, we have trapped 2 particles with
created optical traps and move about 3µm above the surface in order to avoid the
effect of the surface. So, it is sure that the interaction is only between trapped
particles, and then video recording process were started in order to analyse by
digital video microcopy technique[14, 57] discussed in chapter 2.
Measurements were started at the nominal temperature of 30 °C (as read on
the temperature controller) and continued until the particles got stuck together
which happes at about 33.18 °C which is just below the critical point. Measure-
ments were done with gradually increasing temperature and the increment steps
became smaller as it is getting close to the end point in order to be more precise.
The videos were acquired for 3 minutes each and resting time between temper-
ature increments for temperature stabilization was set to 6 minutes. Therefore,
at the end of one set of measurements, we had a set of videos for different tem-
peratures which allowed us to compare the case of detectable critical Casimir
interactions with noninteraction regime.
4.3 Measurement of the Electrostatic Interac-
tion
The electrostatic interaction between colloids seperated with a surface-to-surface
distance l is predicted to be in the form[20]
Vel(l) =
pidσ2l2d
0
e
− l
ld (4.13)
where σ is the surface charge density of colloid (e.g. σ = 0.03C/m2)[11] and ld is
the Debye screening length which was estimated to be 10nm[5, 22]. Also  is the
relative dielectric constant and 0 = 8, 85 × 10−12C2/jm. The Debye screening
length is given by the formula[20]
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lD =
(
0kBT
2ρ∞e2
)1/2
(4.14)
where ρ∞ refers to the ions which result from the self-dissociation of the salt-free
water-utidine mixture. Therefore, the electrostatic potential between colloidal
particles can be written in form of
Vel = kBTCe
−(l−ll)/ld (4.15)
as it is described in detail in Chapter 2.
In the calibration of the electrostatic force between two colloids, ll and ld are
treated as fitting parameters in simulations to experimental results. The resulting
values obtained after calibration are ld = 16nm and ll = 113nm. In fact these
values are in good agreement with the values found in the literature[21, 5], which
can also be predicted from first principles[22].
Once the optical traps were calibrated (see the calibration subsection in this
Chapter), we could perform the measurement of the electrostatic interaction be-
tween the two colloids. To perform the experiment, two nearby traps were created
using the SLM and one trap left empty for the calibration process of the other
trap with single particle. Once the measurements are done with one particle,
the corresponding trap was emptied and the second particle was trapped within
uncalibrated trap. Then, the calibration of the second trap was done and so
information of both individual traps was stored. Then, both traps were filled
with the same particles used in calibration processes and the same measurements
were repeated. Therefore, the effect of particles to each other was investigated by
checking the particles probability distribution inside the optical potentials. Here,
the deviation from the original position (determined by the calibration measure-
ment) tells about the the particles were effected from presence of other particle,
in this case the effect is electrostatic repulsion. Also, the interaction between
particles was investigated as a function of surface-to-surface distance in order to
check the fitting parameters used in the theoretical calculations[58, 59, 60].
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Figure 4.5: Electrostatic interaction of two colloids.When the colloidal
particles are apart (' 3.4µm) there is no detectable interaction in between(a).
However, when the particles get closer particles start to feel electrostatic inter-
action (c) and when they are close enough (' 200nm) there is an asymmetric
squeezing in histograms towards one side due to electrostatic repulsion between
likely charged particles.
For the analysis of the experimental data, the difference of trajectories was in-
vestigated in order to eliminate the common drift that may occur on both traps as
well as the motion due to pointing instability of trapping laser. So, non-symmetric
Gaussian distribution was expected from the histogram of the difference of trajec-
tories due to electrostatic repulsion between like particles. Also, the electrostatic
interactions were become irresolvable roughly after 250nm seperation between
particles due to fast decay for electrostatic forces depending on distace.
As it is seen in the histograms, Gaussian distribution is squeezed on one side
due to the electrostatic interaction between particles. Here, since the particles
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are interacting through the surfaces facing each other, left side of the normal-
ized probability distributions are squeezed towards the outside, namely particles
are feeling a repulsive net force which allow us to determine the electrostatic
parameters of the system so that we were able to measure pure critical Casimir
interactions by subtracting the electrostatic interactions.
4.4 Measurement of Critical Casimir Forces
4.4.1 Background
In the presence of a critical mixture confined between two surfaces, attractive or
repulsive forces can arise (depending on the boundary conditions, i.e., whether
the surfaces are hydrophilic or hydrophobic). These are the so-called critical
Casimir forces[5, 7, 61, 62].
In critical mixtures, as the temperature getting closer to the critical point,
correlation length getting larger and finally diverges at the critical point. Corre-
lation length is given by[5]
ξ(T ) = ξ0 | T − TC
TC
|−ν (4.16)
where ν = 0.63 determined experimentally and ξ0 = 2.3± (0.4A˚) [1].
For the critical Casimir potentials VCas it is well known that within the Der-
jaguin approximation l << d/2 its expression for two identical spheres (at a
surface-to- surface distance l) is half of the expression for a sphere in front of a
plane, i.e.,
Vc(l) = kBT
d
4l
θ(l/ξ) (4.17)
where θ(x) is the scaling function and can be read from Fig. 2 in Ref[5] as
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Θ(x) =
−9.425xe−x for x ≥ 6Q6(x) + x(0.628319− 1.74764x)lnx for x < 6 (4.18)
with
Q6(x) = −2.57611− 3.29886x+ 2.27325x2 + 0.2005x3
+0.010743x4 − 0.0018317x5 + 0.000072396x6.
(4.19)
within the first analytical approximation.
calculated in terms of #k as (see, e.g., Ref. [1])
⇥(x) = 2⇡
Z 1
1
dv
✓
1
v2
  1
v3
◆
#k(vx)
= 2⇡x
Z 1
x
dz
1
z2
#k(z)  2⇡x2
Z 1
x
dz
1
z3
#k(z)
(20)
and therefore, by using Eq. (18) one finds
⇥(x) =
8<: 9.425 x e
 x for x   6,
Q6(x) + x (0.628319  1.74764 x) ln x for x < 6,
(21)
where the 6-th degree polynomial Q6 is given by
Q6(x) =  2.57611  3.29886 x+ 2.27325 x2 + 0.2005 x3
+ 0.010743 x4   0.0018317 x5 + 0.00007 396 6. (22)
Figure 2 shows the scaling function ⇥(x) in Eqs. (21) and (22) as a function of x,
highlighting the two approximations for x > 6 (blue, dash-dotted line) and x < 6
(black das d line) corresponding to those shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Scaling function ⇥(x) of the critical Casimir potential for a sphere in front
of a plate within the Derjaguin approximation. This function can be derived from
#k(x) in Fig. 1 according to Eq. (20). The dashed and dash-dotted lines correspond
to the approximations provided by the analytic expressions in Eqs. (21) and (22) for
x < 6 and x > 6, respectively.
7
Figure 4.6: Scaling function Θ(x) of the critical Casimir potential for
a sphere in fro t of a plate within the Derjaguin approximation.This
function can be derived ϑ‖(x)(x) given in Ref.[4, 5, 2]. The dashed and dash-
dotted lines correspond to the approximations provided by the analytic expressions
in Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) for x < 6 and x > 6, respectively
4.4.2 Results
A Brownian particle in an optical trap has a Gaussian distribution around the
central point of laser focus, and when the critical fluctuations started to play a
role, critical Casimir forces emerge and particles in traps start to feel external
force aside from the optical forces and that external force causes a deviation
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in Gaussian distribution of the particles in trap. This deviation from normal
distribution, allows us to calculate how strong these forces are.
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  ℓ	
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Figure 4.7: Spring mass analogy for the particle in an optical
trap.Representation of particles with mass m in optical traps with spring con-
stant k. Here, FCCF is the attractive critical Casimir forces acting on the system
when the correlation length became comparable with the separation distance l be-
tween particles.
First, we worked on the critical Casimir interaction between two bodies and
for that, we have placed two colloids in the proximity of each other with the help
of holgraphic optical tweezers. Then, the relative coordinate between particles
were analysed in order to subtract common drift, noise due to pointing instability
of laser or any other noisy effect that may be applied to both of the traps. This
has been done by analysing the difference of the trajectories in both x and y
directions.
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Figure 4.8: Probability distribution of relative coordinate with chang-
ing temperature.Here, histogram of the differece of the trajectories were pre-
sented as a function of relative temperature to critical temperature (TC − T ).
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As the temperature getting closer to the critical point, correlation length(ξ)
increases and give rise to critical Casimir forces. When TC − T ≈ 0.5°C, attrac-
tive force between particles become detectable and as TC − T getting closer to
zero, magnitude of the forces become larger and the effect becomes more visible.
Here, the trajectories which we developed the histograms from, show Kramer’s
transition like behaviour. In other words, while the temperature getting closer to
the critical point, second potential were created aside from optical potential and
when the potential become deep enough, particle starts to spend time in critical
Casimir potential as well. The deeper critical Casimir potential, the more time
particle spends inside. And finally, critical Casimir potential becomes so deep in
a way that optical forces cannot beat the critical forces anymore and particles
are stick to each other.
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Figure 4.9: Kramer’s transition like behaviour near critical point.When
(TC−T ) is near zero, critical Casimir potential gets deeper and the particle shows
Kramer’s transition behaviour by jumping between optical and critical Casimir
potentials.
Besides the analysis of relative distance between particles, we have also in-
vestigated the correlation length(ξ) of the medium (water − 2, 6lutidine) as a
function of tempearature and the relative distance between particles changing
with correlation length.
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Figure 4.10: Correlation length analysis.Relative distance between particles
were given as a function of correlation lenght(ξ) and evalution of ξ in temperature.
4.4.2.1 Critical Casimir Forces Between 3 Particles
If the equations describing the forces are linear (like gravitational, magnetic
or electrical forces), superpositon principle is applicable for addition of such
forces. However, if nonlinearty is present, pairwise linear addition of forces is
no longer valid and many-body effect comes into play. Many-body effect appear
in variety of systems including nuclear matter[63], quantum-electro-dynamical
Casimir forces[64, 65, 66], superconductivity[67], van der Waals forces amonng
noble gases[68, 69] and colloidal suspensions[59, 70]. Many body effect for
critical Casimir forces between 2 colloidal particles near a wall were studied
theoretically[71] and here, we aimed to demonstrate experimentally the many-
body effect for critical Casimir forces arises between 3 colloidal particles.
In order to observe the effect of the presence of the third body in the system,
one needs to add the forces pairwise and the deviation from that result should give
the many-body effect. For that, we have created an equilateral triangler shaped
optical traps with identical (within 5% deviation) particles inside. Then, after
the measurment of the interaction between two bodies, the third one get closer
to the others and the interaction between the other two particles reinvestigated.
If the net force between two colloids without any other interactions is assumned
to be F , presence of the third particle should increase this force by a factor of
F/2 to sum 3F/2. Any deviation from that superpostion principle are assummed
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to be the many-body effect.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of top view of different configurations used for
the comparison of 2- and 3-body and force diagrams in action.(a) l d
so that the far particle doesnt have any effect on the others and so eligible for
comparing with 3 body. (b) Total force acting on particle 1 is 2F and in lateral
direction 3F/2 if the forces are assumed to be pairwise additive.
For the first measurement of such forces, we analysed the relative distance
between particles 1 and 2 as denoted in Fig. 4.11 (b). And the results were
compared with the 2 body measurements as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a). Surface-
to-surface distance between 2 particles for both 2- and 3-body interactions are
presented as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.12.
Here we observed that the presence of the third particle in the configuration
clearly enhances the interaction between two particles. However, it is expected
that the magnitude of enhancement is 1.5 if the forces are linearly additive like
in electrostatic forces. However, the observed magnitude is ≈ 2 which considered
to be the first sign of many body effect for the critical Casimir forces.
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Figure 4.12: Relative surface-to-surface distance between 2 particles
without(a) and with(b) the third particle.Presence of the third body in the
system enhances the interaction between the other particles and this corresponds
to an attractive critical Casimir interaction between 3 bodies.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of relative surface-to-surface distances.(a)
Configurations to compare 2 and 3 body interactions. (b) Here the enhancement
of the interaction due to the third body is ≈ 1.33 times larger than the expected
value. (c) The same experiment is repeated with different surface-to-surface dis-
tances and the effect gets smaller and finally disappears.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Here, we explored novel aspects and applications of critical Casimir forces. Crit-
ical Casimir forces emerge between objects immersed in a binary liquid mixture
kept near the critical point due to the confinement of the fluid density fluctua-
tions. This effect has been recently demonstrated using total internal reflection
microscopy (TIRM) for the case of a single spherical mesoscopic particle in front
of a planar surface immersed in a critical mixture of walter and 2,6-lutidine[1].
The main advantage of critical Casimir forces is that they can be readily tuned
by adjusting the criticality of the mixture[7, 9, 72, 73], and they can be made
both attractive and repulsive[61, 74, 75]. In this project, we focused on the study
of critical Casimir forces on particles in bulk[54], that have not been investigated
experimentally before.
We started with the study of a single Brownian particle immersed in a critical
mixture of water-2,6-lutidine, to elucidate how the critical fluctuations of the
mixture couple to the intrinsic Brownian motion of the particle.
We proceeded with the study of critical Casimir forces between multiple ob-
jects. With this project we addressed the case of few particles and we tried to
answers the questions of whether critical Casimir forces present three-body ef-
fects, how they are affected by hydrodynamic interactions and by the ineluctable
presence of Brownian motion.
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In details, we started with the case of two particles. We were able to see the
mark of the electrostatic interaction in the distribution of the relative distance
between the particles. We could see the effect of the critical Casimir fluctua-
tions on the distribution of the relative distance between the particles, with the
temperature approaching from below the critical temperature. We were able to
reproduce numerically the observed behavior of the particle distance distribution.
Experimentally the main challenge was to control the temperature of the
system to an accuracy of a few millikelvins.
Extending the knowledge about critical Casmir forces, one of the possible
novel technological applications of the project is the possibility of using repulsive
critical Casimir forces to prevent sticking between the metallic parts of nanode-
vices due to the presence of attractive QED Casimir forces. This is particularly
relevant for future developments of nanotechnology.
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Appendix A
Code
A.1 Tracking Code
%% INITIALIZATION
clear all; close all; clc;
%% TRACKING SETTINGS
FigNumber = 0;
Fig2Number = FigNumber;
ErodeRadius = 1; % size of the structure element for erosion,
%diameter = 2*erodeRadius + 1
DilateRadius = 1; % size of the structure element for the
%following dilation, diameter = 2*dilateRadius + 1
MinParticleRadius = 2; % important for size filtering
MaxParticleRadius = 15;
%% Get number of files in directory
FilePath = uigetdir('D:\Experiment\SLM\Data');
FileAppendix = '\';
FilePath = strcat(FilePath,FileAppendix);
listing = dir(fullfile(FilePath));
TotalNumberOfFiles = numel(listing)
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Temp = zeros(TotalNumberOfFiles-2,12);
%% Analyze all Videos in the folder
A MeanDistance = zeros(TotalNumberOfFiles-2,1)
for FileNumber = 3:1:TotalNumberOfFiles %We start at 3 because the
%first 2 files are listed as '.' and '..'
%% Run the analyzing code
%% CHOOSING FILE
FileName = listing(FileNumber).('name');
%% LOAD VIDEO
Video = VideoReader([FilePath FileName]);
NumberOfFrames = Video.NumberOfFrames;
Tracking.FrameRate = Video.FrameRate;
tic %for the tictoc-function that measures the elapsed time
%between tic and toc in the code
for i = 1:1:NumberOfFrames
% disp(['** TRACKING (' FileName ')- frame ' int2str(i) '/'...
% int2str(NumberOfFrames) ' - ' int2str(toc) '.' ...
% int2str(mod(toc,1)*10) 's']);
VideoPortion = read(Video,i);
ImageRaw = mean(VideoPortion,3); % reduce to 8 bit
ImageMask = ImageRaw > 70 ; % create mask at desired cut off level
% ImageMask(10:390,10:350) = ImageRaw(10:390,10:350) <20 ;
% create mask at desired cut off level
ImageErode = imerode(ImageMask,ErodeRadius); % erode
ImageOpen = imdilate(ImageErode,DilateRadius); % dilate
[Regions,NumberOfRegions] = bwlabel(ImageOpen,8); % label particle
%regions, get number of detected regions
Props = regionprops(Regions, 'Centroid', 'Area'); % get coordinates
%and sizes for all particles
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X = [];
Y = [];
for n = 1:1:NumberOfRegions; % analyze particles in frame
SizeOfRegion = Props(n).Area;
if (pi*(MinParticleRadius+DilateRadius-...
ErodeRadius)ˆ2<SizeOfRegion && ...
SizeOfRegion<pi*(MaxParticleRadius+...
DilateRadius-ErodeRadius)ˆ2);
X = [X;Props(n).Centroid(1)];
Y = [Y;Props(n).Centroid(2)];
end
end
Tracking.Position(i).X = X;
Tracking.Position(i).Y = Y;
if (FigNumber>0)
figure(FigNumber)
subplot(2,1,1)
imagesc(ImageRaw)
hold on
plot(X,Y,'or','MarkerSize',8)
text(50,50,[FileName ' - Frame ' int2str(i)...
'/' int2str(NumberOfFrames)],...
'Color','k','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Interpreter','none')
hold off
axis equal
colormap bone
xlabel('Pixels')
ylabel('Pixels')
subplot(2,1,2)
imagesc(ImageMask)
hold on
plot(X,Y,'or','MarkerSize',8)
text(50,50,[FileName ' - Frame ' int2str(i)...
'/' int2str(NumberOfFrames)],...
'Color','k','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Interpreter','none')
hold off
axis equal
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colormap bone
xlabel('Pixels')
ylabel('Pixels')
end
end
%% TRACES
Trace.X1 = [];
Trace.Y1 = [];
Trace.X2 = [];
Trace.Y2 = [];
for i = 2:1:length(Tracking.Position)
Trace.X1 = [Trace.X1 Tracking.Position(i).X(1)];
Trace.Y1 = [Trace.Y1 Tracking.Position(i).Y(1)];
Trace.X2 = [Trace.X2 Tracking.Position(i).X(2)];
Trace.Y2 = [Trace.Y2 Tracking.Position(i).Y(2)];
end
if (FigNumber>0)
figure(FigNumber)
subplot(2,2,3)
hold on
plot(Trace.X1,Trace.Y1,'r')
hold off
axis equal
xlabel('Pixels')
ylabel('Pixels')
end
%% TRAJECTORIES
Pixel2MicronsX = 0.08873; % Conversion factor from pixels to um
Pixel2MicronsY = 0.08873; % Conversion factor from pixels to um
FrameRate = Video.FrameRate;
%T = [1:1:length(Trace.X1)]/FrameRate;
Trajectory.X1 = Trace.X1*Pixel2MicronsX;
Trajectory.Y1 = Trace.Y1*Pixel2MicronsY;
Trajectory.X2 = Trace.X2*Pixel2MicronsX;
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Trajectory.Y2 = Trace.Y2*Pixel2MicronsY;
%% ANALYSIS
%Save Trajectory Parameters:
AllTrajectories(FileNumber-2,1) = Trajectory; %adds current Trajectory
%to the overall set of all Trajectories
%Save NumberOfFrames Parameters:
AllFrames(FileNumber-2,1) = NumberOfFrames;
%Save FrameRate Parameters:
AllFrameRates(FileNumber-2,1) = Video.FrameRate;
%Save ImageRaw Parameters:
SingleImageRaw.Img = ImageRaw; %Create Structure for putting
%Image-matrix into a 1x1 structure field
AllImageRaws(FileNumber-2,1) = SingleImageRaw; %Put these structure
%fields into a new vector for later use
% Get MeanDistance for the Distance(T)-Function-Plot
Temp(FileNumber-2,1:length(FileName)-6) = double(FileName(1:end-6));
% Convert Temperatures for plot
DistanceSphereThreeOne(FileNumber-2) = sqrt((mean(Trajectory.X1)-...
mean(Trajectory.X2))ˆ2+(mean(Trajectory.Y1)-mean(Trajectory.Y2))ˆ2)
Temp = char(Temp)
%% Plot Histogram
T plot = str2num(Temp(:,1:6));
plot(T plot, DistanceSphereThreeOne)
% Save the matlab files
save(chat(2,FilePath(1:end-5),'MatlabFiles.mat'))
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